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*
The following scholars have joined the subscribers to PN since March 1984: Linda Dowling,
University of New Mexico; Florence Boos, University of Iowa; Ken Carpenter, York University,
Ontario; Lesley Higgins (doctoral student), Queen's University, Ontario; Isamu Sawai, Jissen Women's
University, Tokyo; Fumiko Suzuki, Kamakura, Japan; James Jolly, Swindon, England; and the Editors
of ELT, 1880-1920.
News
Oscar Wilde's copy of Pater's Imaginary Portraits, the copy he had with him in Reading Gaol,
was sold at Sotheby's, December 6, 1984, to Fleming for i 3, 850 (TLS, 21 Dec. 1984, p. 1474).

*
The following MLA members and friends met at the Pater Party last December 28 at the
Sheraton, Washington: Curtis Dahl, Richard Dellamora, George and Billie Inman, Paul and Laura F.
Inman, F. C. and Barbara McGrath, Gerald Monsman, Frank Nye, Clyde Ryals, Al and Martha
Vogeler, Jeffrey Wallen, Hayden Ward, and Robert Wellisch. The Pater Society will apply again this
year for status as an Allied Organization of the MLA, in the hope of arranging regular meetings at
the annual conventions, beginning in 1986.

•
The Sensible Spirit: Walter Pater and the Intellectual Foundations of Modernism, by F. C.
McGrath, Rutgers University, Camden, was accepted last December by the University Presses of
Florida for publication in 1985 or 1986.

*
Linda Dowling, recipient of an Alexander v. Humboldt Fellowship, is spending this year at
the Universitiit zu KoIn writing a book on Victorian Aestheticism.
.

*
Last May, Fumiko Suzuki was elected editor of the newsletter of the Pater Society of Japan.
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Jeffrey Wallen is writing his dissertation at Johns Hopkins on Pater's "deviation" from
Victorian literary traditions, with special attention to the problem of categorizing his works as
"critical" and "imaginary."

*
Gerald Monsman is proposing a Special Session for the MLA, 1985, entitled "Waiter Pater's
Multitrack Discourse," for which the proposed discussion leader is Laurel Brake. If the proposal is
approved, the panelists will be Gerald Monsman, Billie In man, F. C. McGrath, and Vincent B. Leitch
(author of Deconstructive Criticism: An Advanced Introduction), who, respectively, will speak
briefly on Pater's Romantic, Victorian, Modernist, and Poststructural discourses, with more time
than usual being reserved for discussion among panelists and with the audience.

*
Billie Inman is proposing for the 1985 MLA a third Special Session on the teaching of
Victorian literature, the second on the teaching of Victorian nonfiction prose, with presentations
this time as close as possible to teaching demonstrations on specific authors. If the proposal is
approved, the panelists will be George P. Landow (Carlyle), Linda H. Peterson (H. Martineau),
William R. Siebenschuh (Newman), and Elizabeth K. Helsinger (Ruskin).

*
An important essay by lan Small concerning, primarily, Pater's vocabulary in Marius the
Epicurean and Imaginary Portraits, "Computational Stylistics and the Construction of Literary
Readings: Work in Progress," is in press at Prose Studies. There is a reference to this forthcoming
publication in Ian Small's note on the Pater Concordance in PN, No. 14, but it deserves this
additional notice.
Reviews
edited by Hayden Ward
Figures of Autobiography: The Language of Self-Writing in Victorian and Modern England, by Avrom
Fleishman. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1983. pp. xvi + 486.
$29.50.
Discussing the tradition of figurative language in Victorian and modern "self-writing" (as it
is somewhat awkwardly denominated) that derives primarily from St. Augustine's Confessions,
Avrom Fleishman identifies various patterns such as innocence-fall-redemption that are repeated
and transformed in the autobiographies of Carlyle, Mill, Newman, Ruskin and the autobiographical
fiction of Dickens, Charlotte Bronte, Eliot, and Butler, among others. An example of the "aesthetic
approach" rather than the "historical approach" to autobiography, Fleishman's study downplays
formal generic history and criteria in favor of an analysis of figural patterns. Augustine, says
Fleishman,
is the first to see his life as a synthetic enactment of the heroic lives honored by his
religion, and insofar as he writes of his own repetition of historic acts, he writes
typologically. As this reenactment is an individual instance of universal patterns-for
the careers of certain of these heroes are readily associated with the "monomyth" of
problematic origins, quest, ritual death and resurrection-his autobiography achieves
universality, that is, significance for any reader irrespective of religious affiliation or
ev-en of cultural context. This is only to say that the life story is truly mythic, that is,
a structured system that orders disparate materials into significant form. It is also to
say that autobiographies in which such myths function may be works of art,
transcending the particularity of historical narrative (individual, nonrepeatable events)
to achieve the wider referentiality of aesthetic objects. (pp. 57-58)
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Since Fleishman's study specifically focuses on "Self-writing in Victorian and Modern
England," his thesis as applied to autobiography in the last century is particularly interesting:
The power generated by symbolic interactions in structuring a life precludes the
possibility of establishing a single set of figures as the dominant one in Victorian selfwriting. Some scholars have elected the Exodus pattern of wandering and return to a
promised land as the Victorians' must potent .inheritance from the spiritual
autobiography tradition, but the proliferation of these motifs throughout postRenaissance literature diminishes the particularity of their appeal in the nineteenth
century. But the Victorians were endowed with widespread sources of imagery, in
which the Christian peregrinatio (filtered through the ltomantic poets) was only one
strand. In the exfoliation of these patterns in Western art and literature, traditional
typology is not left behind, but a new symbolic action is generated: the enriching of a
biblical heritage with the whole history of its aesthetic versions, where what counts is
not the specific content of the original figure but its malleability for life fashioning.
The type becomes a palimpsest, and the developing schemas of using such
overdetermined or polysemous figures make up a grammar of self-writing. (p. 116)
This is an interesting thesis, one recently supplemented by Susanna Egan's Patterns of Ex erience in
Autobiography (Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1984 , which analyzes
such fictive forms in autobiography as "the 'myths' of paradise and paradise lost, the heroic journey,
conversion, and confession" that as narrative metaphors "enable the autobiographer to remember,
make sense of, and narrate the most significant aspects of his experience.:'
Given such stress on the aesthetic quality of autobiography, one might have expected Pater
to figure more prominently in Fleishman's (or Egan's) presentation of autobiographical patterns.
Egan cites Pater as typical of the "intense nostalgia for paradise" in childhood memories (quoting
the passage in Marius about the beautiful dwelling-place, that ideal of home which Marius seemed
"to be ever seeking to regain") and Fleishman devotes seven or eight pages to study of "The Child in
House" (pp. 277-84). Fleishman finds "The Child in the House" "a crucial transition from Victorian
to modern self-writing" by virtue of Pater's "self-conscious use of the figurative code." Like the
image of the house, garden and road are "favored figures of Victorian autobiographical writing";
each of Florian's experiences "is connected in the storehouse of memory with a place in the
'material habitation' ... so that the order of remembered experiences is homologous to the order of
remembered rooms." His concluding observation is that in this work "Pater ends by turning biblical
associations into enhancements of the value of aesthetic experience in the phenomenal world. No
account of his sensibility and its formation could more precisely define him."
Since Fleishman's interest is not in such avant-garde issues as the marginal autobiographer,
or the ways language claims a specious presence for the self, or the life in relation to the process of
its writing, or the fictiveness of actual experience, he tends to regard Marius only as a historical
novel (so one would gather from his earlier placement of it among other English historical novels),
and he finds "difficult to follow" the treatment of Pater's "entire oeuvre as an autobiographical
project." Pater, of course, had been a great one to urge reading a writer whole and he himself had
resisted isolating individual productions of the artist. This perhaps points to one possible limitation
of Fleishman's study. Ambitious in his scope and stimulating in his conception, the author
nevertheless becomes somewhat too perfunctory in his handling of specific texts. For example,
there is much in Marius that could be used to illuminate themes in "The Child in the House." Pater's
citation of that quaint . German mystic on the relation of body to soul is a clue in Marius to the
donnee of "The Child in the House." Surely such a source (some popularizer of Swedenborgian
mysticism or neo-Rosicrucianism, one suspects) would be relevant to the theological language of the
early self-portrait of Pater. Moreover, Fleishman finds Pater's religious typology especially evident
in the portrait's presentation of the illustrations in the family Bible; however, Fleishman appears not
to have attempted to trace this edition although Pater describes the pictures in some detail. Does
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does he add, omit, misconstrue? I suppose for such far-reaching studies as Figures of Autobiography
intensive analysis is not realistically to be expected, and so such observations as the above are
possibly ungenerous. Or could it be that there is just something inherently unwieldy in multi-figure
genre studies? Whatever my personal crotchets, this study remains a substantial, innovative
addition to the critical literature on autobiography.
Gerald Monsman
Duke University

Waiter Pater and His Circle, by Hiroko Hagiwara. Introd. Tatsuhiko Arakawa. Tokyo: Yushodoh,
1984. pp. vii + 313; 36 photographs.
3,200.
.

¥

The publication of Sir Michael Levey's The Case of Waiter Pater (1978) has done a great deal
to amend the image of this Victorian figure sketched by A. C. Benson (1906) and Thomas Wright
(1907). Later biographers and scholars of Pater owe a debt of gratitude to Levey's scholarly
achievement. Walter Pater and His Circle, by Hiroko Hagiwara, which draws upon Pater scholarship
old and new, is another such accomplishment. Her research was first occasioned, as Professor
Hagiwara explains, by the discovery and purchase of Pater's unpublished manuscripts by Harvard
University in 1960.
The book is divided into two parts: Part I, entitled "The Paters," consists of three chapters.
"A Family Reunion" gives a brief history of the family, up until the time they were reunited at 2
Bradmore Road, Oxford. A long chapter, "A Blue-Stocking," is devoted to Clara Pater, who was of
her brother's intellectual and artistic calibre, and who might have made, other things being
different, a career of her own. Professor Hagiwara includes all thirteen of Clara's unpublished
letters [as well as a letter from C. L. Shadwell to Clara Pater, dated 7 Sept. 1894], with
translations into Japanese, at the end of the chapter, and lets these documents reveal something of
the individual [and certain arrangements made for posthumous publication]. The chapter on Hester
Pater, entitled "An Afterglow," is a very sympathetic delineation of this obscure figure among the
"triumvirate," as Levey calls them. She is given a certain dignity as guardian of the Pater legacy.
Hester's letters to the publishers, also translated, are of great interest, since they are otherwise
inaccessible. The first part of WaIter Pater and His Circle is, then, a portrait of the close family
circle, which first received critical attention in Levey's book.
The second part of Professor Hagiwara's study is devoted to the people who constituted the
outer circle of the Pater coterie. Separate chapters treat William Morris, Sidney Colvin, Emilia
Pattison, Mrs. Humphry Ward, William Sharp, Violet Paget, and Mark Andre Raffalovich; the
concluding chapter is "Pater's Associates at Oxford." These chapters, Professor Hagiwara's
"imaginary portraits," are based on their subjects' criticisms of Pater's works, and on Pater's
responses to their writings. Although it may be an anomaly in a book primarily a critical biography
of Pater, the chapter on Morris details the revisions Pater made in his original essay on Morris'
poetry in The Westminster Review to produce "Aesthetic Poetry" and the "Conclusion" to The
Renaissance. Hagiwara infers from the "strange fate" of Pater's original response to Morris' poetry
that the two seekers of supernal beauty had to go separate ways: one into the actual world and the
other toward the world of the ideal (pp. 142-43).
Among the portraits of the female Victorians in the Pater cot erie, the chapter on Violet
Paget (exclusive of Clara's chapter) is the most readable. In exploring the relationship of "Vernon
Lee" and Pater, Professor Hagiwara demonstrates that they shared many of the same aesthetic and
critical insights, and she considers whether Pater might for a while have thought of marrying this
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intellectual young woman, but decides that they were doomed to live singly. A measure of the
compatibility of the two is the fact that Pater first disclosed his plan for Marius the Epicurean to
Paget.
Another chapter in which Hagiwara supplements earlier scholarship is devoted to Mark
Andre Raffalovich, the Russian Jew who entered Pater's circle, according to Levey, in the early
1880s and who outlived all the other members, dying a convert to Roman Catholicism in 1934. Quite
valuable is the inclusion of Pater's letters to Raffalovich, which serve as an eloquent testimony to
the intimacy between the two men that was a real threat to Violet Paget. 1
The closing chapter of Waiter Pater and His Circle focuses on Pater's relations with his
colleagues and disciples at Oxford, before and after the publication of The Renaissance. Most
notably, Professor Hagiwara examines Pater's close friendship with the Rev. Frederick William
Bussell, who holds an important key to Pater's "return to Oxford."
Hagiwara's book is a valuable addition to Pater scholarship in Japan, because Pater has quite
a few devotees among Japanese artists and scholars. He has been the source of creative inspiration
for many Japanese novelists: Tatsuo Hori, Yukio Mishima, and Shinichiro Nakamura, who modelled
one of his stories on Pater's "A Prince of Court Painters," as he recounts in his preface to Yoshimi
Kudo's Short Stories of Waiter Pater (Tokyo: Nanu'ndo, 1984), a revised edition of Kudo's translation
of Pater's stories which first appeared in 1930. In his commentary, Kudo develops an interesting
idea of the genre of the "imaginary portrait." According to his definition, all of Pater's works, Plato
and Platonism and "Diaphaneit~" not excepted, are indeed "imaginary portraits," embodiments of
fleeting impressions of an idea or of a sensibility. A similar thesis is recapitulated in Shigetoshi
Katsurada's insightful essay on Pater, which first appeared in Lectures on the History of English and
American Literature (1961) and is collected in The Motif of Seeing: Modern ConsciOusness and
EXllression (Tokyo: Kindaibungeisha, 1984). Also, Katsurada contends that this Victorian serves to
rig t the way to many of our writers and scholars in Japan in seeing and appreciating the beautiful in
the world.
As a book intended primarily for a Japanese audience, Waiter Pater and His Circle is not
without a few minor snags: Japanese notation of the names of the writers discussed lacks
consistency, and the Pater chronology that is given in English could have been given in Japanese as
well. Yet these omissions are compensated for by much new information and insight into Pater and
his family.
Hagiwara's book is a group-portrait in the manner of Leon Edel's Bloomsbury Group: the
central figure is Pater himself, but the women who surrounded him are portrayed with equal
vividness. Hagiwara provides much food for thought concerning opportunities open to women
endowed with great sensibility and intellect. The author's feminine (not feminist) perspective is
clearly noticeable in her discussion of Mrs. Mark Pattison, Mrs. Humphry Ward, Violet Paget, and,
especially, Clara Pater. One is impressed by the open and liberal relationships Pater cuItivated with
his female relatives and friends.

1 [In a letter written at Oxford on June 20, 1884, Violet Paget wrote: "The Ps are most
kind. Each afternoon I. have had a long private audience in his study, on acct. of his lameness, and
he has read me part of his philosophical romance about the time of the Antonines. Fine, but I think
lacking in vitality. Isn't it odd? P. has a sort of rival Bontourline (by the way he [Peter
Bontourlinel is in Florence, do ask him to spend some wildly charming days with Eug~nefii Russian
Jewish lad, aged 20, called Mark Andre Raffalovich, immensely rich, lives in London and writes
English and French verses-the English esp. very pretty. Isn't it odd?" (Vernon Lee's Letters, with a
preface by her executor; privately printed from MSS, for Irene Cooper Willis, 1937, pp. 147- 48).
When Pater moved to London in 1885, he rented a house a few doors from Violet Paget's.
Raffalovich also lived in Kensington. -B. Inman.l
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Although Professor Hagiwara's research began in 1960, the final form of her book may have
derived from the Pater conference at Oxford in 1980, since many of her fellow Paterians are
acknowledged for their visible and invisible contributions to WaIter Pater and His Circle. In this
sense, the book is her own return to Oxford.
Keiko Beppu
Professor of English
Kobe College
Nishinomiya, Japan

Japanese Scholarship on Pater: a Bibliography
Compiled by Keiko Beppu
Even though almost all of the works listed in this Bibliography must remain closed to most,
if not all, of the American and British subscribers to PN, the titles and dates alone testify to the
persistent appeal of Pater to Japanese scholars.
Books on Pater:
Arakawa, Tatsuhiko. The Significance of Modern English Literature. Tokyo: Nanu'ndo, 1956.
• Phases of English Literature. Tokyo: Hagishobo, 1966. pp. 86-107.
""'Br;;e:::p:::p7:u-,""K""'e"lkr.o:::".--"T"'he Educated SenSibility In Henry James and WaIter Pater. Tokyo: Shohakusha, 1979.
In English.
Doi, Kohchi and Kudo, Yoshimi. The World of the Unconscious. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1966.
Jugaku, Bunsho. "The Kelmscott Press," Lectures on the History of English and American
Literature. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1961. Vol. 9, pp. 141-156.
Kawai, Eijiro. Ideas of Thomas Hill Green. 2 vols. Tokyo: Hyoronsha, 1930.
Katsurada, Shigetoshi. "Pater," Lectures on the History of English and American Literature. Tokyo:
Kenkyusha, 1961. Vol. 9, pp. 83-107. Now collected in his The Motif of Seeing: Modern
Consciousness and Expression. Tokyo: Kindaibungeisha, 1984.
Kudo, Yoshimi. WaIter Pater. Tokyo: Kyobunsha, 1924.
· Walter Pater: A Biography. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1927 .
....M
...a-e...,.k-a-w-a-,~Y;.-u..
ic.,.h,.,i. "WaIter Pater," The 18th and 19th Century English and American Literature: A
Handbook. Tokyo: Nanu'ndo, 1966. pp. 281-9.
----:'C::-::-=-. "WaIter Pater," Essays and Criticisms. Tokyo: Taishukan, 1971. pp. 93-97, 98,
100-01.
Masuda, Michizo. Studies in Modern Aesthetics. Tokyo: Shoshinsha, 1941.
Masuya, Sotoyoshi. "Walter Pater," Lectures on the History of English and American Literature.
Tokyo: Taishukan, 1972. Vol. 3.
Stlito, Takeshi. ed. The Dictionary of English and American Literature. Revised Edition. Tokyo:
Kenkyusha, 1961. The Third Edition, 1985.
Takeda, Katsuhiko. "Introducing Pater to Japan in Meiji Period," Language, Literature, and Art.
Tokyo: Sankaido, 1962.
Tanabe, Zyuzi. Waiter Pater. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1936.
· WaIter Pater: His Idea and Art. Tokyo: Hokuseido, 1965.
"U"e::i:k"i-,"ilR;::e:::n:::n":::o:::"su"'kr;:e:"". Studies in Waiter Pater. Tokyo: Kobundo, 1960.
===:--;,--;-=' Essays on WaIter Pater. Kyoto: Keibunsha, 1976.
Yamoto, Sadayoshi. Modern English Critical Thoughts. Tokyo: Sogensha, 1948. pp. 1-87.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . A Pioneer of Modern English Criticism. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1955. pp. 75-147.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Ideas m Modern English Literature. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1956.
· The Literary Art. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1974.
'Y';a:;n:-;o:--,'H"o:::z:-;i""n-.""T;;;h~e History of Modern English Literary Criticism. Tokyo: Zenkokushobo, 1943.
pp. 186-239.
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Translated Works of WaIter Pater:
Bekku, Sadanori. The Renaissance. Tokyo: Tomiyamashobo, 1977.
Honda, Akira. Marius the Epicurean. Tokyo: Mikasashobo. 1950.
Hori, Daishi. Gaston de Latour. Tokyo: Shinjusha, 1966.
Kawaguchi, Shinichi. The Young Marius (Abridged). Tokyo: Aiikusha, 1977.
Kawamura, Jiro, et a!. Imaginary Portraits and Other Stories. World Literature. Vol. 42.
Tokyo: Shueisha, 1981.
.Kudo, Yoshimi. "A Prince of Court Painters," ''Sebastian Van Storck," Modern Novels. Vol. 91.
Tokyo: Chikumashobo, 1964.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ • Marius the Epicurean. 2 vols. Tokyo: Kokuminbunko, 1926.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ • Short Stories of WaIter Pater. Tokyo: Iwanamishoten, 1930.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ • Short Stories of WaIter Pater. Tokyo: Nanu'ndo, 1984.
Sakuma, Masakazu. The Renaissance. Tokyo: Nambokushoen, 1948.
Taketomo, Torao. The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (Annotated). Tokyo: Kenkyusha,
1929.

Tanabe, Zyuzi. The Renaissance. Tokyo: Hokuseido, 1915.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Essays of WaIter Pater. Tokyo: Iwanamishoten, 1931.
_ _ _-_~-. The Renaissance. Tokyo: Iwanamishoten, 1937.
Uchidate, Chyuzo. Plato and Platonism. Tokyo: Risosha, 1931.
Yagi, Shuzo. Plato and Paltonismj Greek Studies. Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1933. Works of World's Great
Philoso12hies. Vol. 80.
Yoshida, Kenichi, and Daishi Hori. "Coleridge," The Renaissance (Excerpts), Works of WaIter
Pater. Tokyo: Kawadeshoboshinsha, 1960.

Recent Publications
Compiled by Ruth Z. Temple and annotated by Temple and inman
Books
Baldick, Christopher. The Social Mission of English Criticism, 1848-1932. New York: Oxford
University Press; Oxford: Clarendon, 1983. Contains several pages on Pater, comparing his
Hellenism and dependence on "external institutions" with Arnold's; to be reviewed in a later issue of
PN.
Clark, Kenneth. The Art of Humanism. London: John Murray, 1983. (See the annotation on a
review of this book under "Book Reviews," below.)
Perl, Jeffrey M. The Tradition of Return: The Im licit Histor of Modern Literature. Princeton:
Princeton Univ. Press, 1984. Contains a brief discussion of parallels and dif erences in Burckhardt's,
Nietzsche's, and Pater's conceptions of the renascence of the human spirit in the fifteenth century,
in which ideas Pater actually derived from Michelet are designated as his original, distinguishing
contributions.
Ricks, Christopher. The Force of Poetry. New York: Oxford Univ. Press; Oxford: Clarendon, 1984.
includes Ricks' "Pater, Arnold, and Misquotation," from TLS, 25 Nov. 1977, 1383-85. (See the
annotation on a review of this book under "Book Reviews," below).
Vogeler, Martha S. Frederic Harrison: The Vocations of a Positivist. New York: Oxford Univ. Press;
Oxford: Clarendon, 1984. A scholarly biography making a few references to Pater; to be reviewed
in PN.
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Essays
Anderson, Mary 11. "Waltet' Pater ,md the Self." In her Art in a Desacralized World: Nineteenth
Century France and England. London, and Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1984. pp.
111-30. Anderson maintains that for Pater "l'art pour 1'art" meant "art for self's sake" (p. 114), art
for the sake of the self fragmented by the contrary forces of a desacralized intellectual world, i.e. a
world without the Christian God as a unifying center. According to Anderson, Pater differed from
Baudelaire and Flaubert, who did influence him, by being more Romantic, less "anti-Faustian" or
more hopeful that in "moments" of Romantic striving one really can forget the evils and limitations
that Baudelaire and Flaubert were ever-conscious of. Pater assumes that one can burn with a "gemlike flame," or find ecstasy in life. But Pater's "life" is the life of a spectator, or life lived in "the
spirit of art"; thus only in art can one find satisfying "life": "The ecstatic moments in art and life
are identical, but there is no question which produces the other" (p. 113). With art to mediate, one
can, through contemplation, withdraw one's thoughts from the" 'machinery of life' " and fix them
upon "the spectacle of human grandeur and suffering" (p. 116), or, in other words, understand life.
But Pater perceived that during this mental process of unification, art is creating an "alternative
world," not an illusion, but a selective, abstract world that is available, not to all of humanity, but
to a few. So, through the mediation of art, the fragmented self experiences itself as a unity: "In
the face of constant flux, the individual asserts his freedom to make his life a work of art" (p. 120).
Pater's solution is egOistic, but also cultural, because the art that mediates for him is art partially in
tune with tradition, a tradition which, however Hellenic, is paradoxically not altogether
desacralized. In admitting in later years the moral and religious dimension of tradition into his
conception of art, Pater not only broadened the horizons of the aesthetic ego's "alternative world,"
but also provided a link between the egoistic world of the aesthetic few and the existence of "the
many," who can experience poetry only through t'eligion. "Waiter Pater thus stands a little to the
side of the tradition of 'l'art pour l'art' " (p. 126). He felt affinities to the sacralized tradition that
made hi m "incapable of approaching the desacralized bedrock upon which 'l'art pour 1'art' rested" (p.
126); and, following the Pre-Raphaelite injunction to be true to one's inner vision, he projected his
peculiarly English compromise.
Barolsky, Paul, "Waiter Pater and Bernard Berenson." New Criterion, 2 (April 1984), 47-57. This
essay traces the parallels and/or influences manifest in the work of Pater and Berenson, arguing for
a straight line of development from Pater's theory of art and art criticism through Berenson to the
concept of significailt form and even "the evolution of modern art as we now construe it," including
"Fauvism, Abstract Expressionism, and Color-field painting" (p. 56). Most valuable here is the
careful documentation of Berenson's enthusiasm for and indebtedness to Pater, beginning with his
addiction to Pater's Renaissance in 1888, which were freely acknowledged by Berenson (for example,
in Sketch for a Self Portrait (1949). Barolsky believes that the current writing on Berenson (even
Kenneth Clark's essay) has neglected the significant parallels between Pater and Berenson. [He
does not mention Franldin E. Court's "The Matter of Pater's Influence on Bernard Berenson: Setting
the Record Straight," ELT, 26, i (1983), annotated in PN, No. 12, p. 6; perhaps his essay was finished
before Court's appeare~ These parallels he explores, meanwhile not neglecting to note differences
between Pater and Berenson and contributions by other critics to the evolution of modern art as he
perceives it. For example, he says that both men licknowledged the unity of European art, an ideal
they found expressed in Goethe, and both related the Renaissance artists to their classical and
medieval forebears and to their European successors through the nineteenth century. Barolsky sees
not only a parallel but an influence in Pater's formulation of "the theory of impersonality" (p. 52) in
his essay on Merimee. He states, in part: "Using Pater's definition of impersonality, Berenson
Sketches the history of impersonal art, referring to the Parthenon frieze, which Pater had called 'the
highest expression of indifference,' and invoking the impersonal work of Velazquez. In the art of the
Renaissance he observes numerous examples of impersonality" (p. 52). Barolsky feels, also, that the
idea of impersonality expressed by T. S. Eliot in "Tradition and the Individual Talent" "depends on
the notion of 'impersonality' articulated in the 1880s and 1890s by Pater and Berenson" (p. 53) [an
idea, as far as Pater is concerned, also expressed by John J. Conlon in "Eliot and Pater: Criticism in
Transition," ELT, 25, iii (1982),169-77, annotat<ed in PN, No. 11, p. 121.

--

--

.

-9Barolsky, Paul. "'Impassioned Contemplation': The Poetry of Art Criticism." Poetry East, 13 and
14 (spring, summer 1984), 255-77. Taking his primary title from Pater's "Wordsworth," Barolsky
places Pater (discussed briefly) in the tradition of art criticism as literature, which for him begins
with Vasari and extends through Winckelmann, Byron, Robert Browning, Theophile Gautier,
Baudelaire, Rilke, Wallace Stevens, John Ashbery, and other poets and prose artists who have
written about art. According to Barolsky, Pater's eloquence, which associates him with the poets,
should not be allowed to obscure the fact that he was "one of the most influential art critics since
Vasari" (p. 270). Even though Pater's "recreation of the 'Mona Lisa' " has been set in free verse, "it
nevertheless expresses in a metaphorical way something fundamental in Leonardo's work" (p. 269),
and Pater's "analogy between Greek art and Platonic philosophy. . . is by no means arbitrary" (p.
270). Art critics like Vasari and Pater and poets like Browning and Ashbery "have transformed
paintings and sculptures into words, absorbing them into their own experiences and thus teaching us
ways of seeing these works."
Dowling, Linda. "Nero and the Aesthetics of Torture." VN, 66 (fall 1984), 1-5. In this essay
Dowling concludes that Swinburne, Pater, and Lionel Johnson, "in their recuperation of Nero as the
playful artist of torture, the great master of death and lust," turned "the tradition of humane
learning" "against humane ends" (p. 5). "Recuperation of Nero," in this context seems to be
synonymous with a phrase used a few lines earlier, "recovering Nero in the name of Art," which she
calls "a betrayal of civilization from within" (p. 5). Her charge against Johnson rests on his clinical
description of Nero in "The Character of Nero" (Macmillan's Mag., 62 [June 1890], 134-39; signed
"Janus") as a human being who had no moral conscience, but did have a flair for aesthetic effect:
"Something grotesque mingles with the [Nero's] abominations. Christian maidens are brought into
the staring circus, to be stripped and grouped as Niobes, Dirces, and Danaides, in order to gratify
the warped aestheticism of the Emperor.
." (Johnson, p. 137). Her charge against Swinburne
rests on references to Nero in "Dolores," where Swinburne, as Dowling states, calls the emperor" 'a
beautiful implacable tyrant' [actually he calls him an "implacable beautiful tyrant"] without any
obvious moral judgment being passed" (p. 3). Her charge against Pater rests on his few precise
descriptions of cruelty in "Manly Amusement," a chapter of Marius in which the widely
acknowledged main theme is Marius's moral disgust at all "manly amusement" in the Coliseum, from
Nero's slaughter of human beings to Marcus Aurelius's tolerance of the slaughter of "noble lions."
Dowling thinks it is no wonder that these three supposedly humane writers celebrated a bloody
murderer in the name of Art, because historians had ceased to blame the fall of the Roman Empire
on the sins of its emperors: "For if Nero's orgies and tortures were now to be seen [by newer
historians like Theodor Mommsen, William Stubbs, E. A. Freeman, and J. B. Bury] not as empiretoppling crimes but simply as actions without historical consequences, then Nero could be hailed as a
pure aesthete, a 'great master of death and lust' (Johnson, p. 139)" (p. 2).
Secor, Marie J. "The Legacy of Nineteenth Century Style Theory." Rhetoric Soc. Q, 12 (spring
1982), 76-94. After restating some basic questions about style launched by Classical rhetoricians,
Secor discusses ideas that she finds to be central to Richard Whately's Elements of Rhetoric,
selected essays on style by Thomas DeQuincey, Herbert Spencer's The Philosophy of Style, George
Henry Lewes' "Principles for Success in Literature," Newman's commentary on style in The Idea of a
UniverSity, Robert Louis Stevenson's "Style in Literature: Its Technical Elements," and Pater's
"Style," in Appreciations, pointing out common concerns and occasionally drawing a parallel between
an idea of a nineteenth-century theorist and a twentieth-century theorist. Between DeQuincey, the
comprehensive pioneer, and Pater, the revisionist, she sees style theorists grouping themselves along
"two paths" (p. 81)-one group trying "to make the study of style scientific, to base it on psychology
that defines the mind of the reader as a processing machine in which the writer aims to reduce
friction" (p. 81), and the other arguing "that literature can be separated completely from science,"
claiming "its own special kind of knowledge" (p. 82). However, Pater's essay marks a new departure
in style theory; instead of taking new positions on old issues, Pater shuffles the issues: "Of all
writers on style examined in this essay, Pater is the one least inhibited by narrow definitions of
style, literature, and strongly polarized disciplines" (p. 89). For example, "Pater diverges essentially
from Stevenson in his willingness to identify art with sophistication of technique. Where Stevenson

- 12calculated to. Something is assumed, "a monolithic Thing called Symbolism," but this is never more
than gestured toward. Johnson's findings are inflexibly causal: "Delacroix makes Baudelaire write as
he does . . . ; the impact of Turner is responsible for Ruskin's prose style." The demonstration of
these assertions is evasive. When for causality is substituted the more persuasive claim of analogy
(language with these writers seems to be as independent of content as painting is of subject),
Johnson moves quickly on to substitute the word metaphor for analogy. "How might one prove that
Pater, for example, applied the 'principle of the image' to writing?-Nothing simpler: his prose
doesn't move much, does it? Static, wouldn't you say? Like a still? One hoped there was more
common sense at Ann Arbor." [The joke is on Bryson, who suggests in this last sentence a reason
for his animus. For an appreciative review of Johnson's book, see PN, No. 13, pp. 4-6.1
Clements, Patricia. Waiter Pater's Art of Autobiography, by Gerald Monsman (New Haven and
London: Yale Univ. Press, 1980). In Mod. Lang. Rev., 78 (Oct. 1983), 911-13. Clements finds a
"forced unity" of the literary and the psychological approaches in this book, which she thinks are
actually inconsistent as applied here: "The literary argument is fruitful in its application to Pater
••• because Pater, whose meaning depends to a most unusual degree upon what Professor Monsman
calls the text's play of differences, is most effectively present in the 'ceaseless shuttling back and
forth between all possible levels.' Some of Professor Monsman's textual observations are brilliant;
some of his detections of structural elements in the web of Pater's prose are admirable; and the
whole of his argument is enriched by his detailed command of what Pater actually wrote. But the
forced unity of this book is bought at a high price. Its psychological argument is reductive and
repetitious: it presents Pater's various and disparate works as mere replicas of one another, and the
rich and strange products of his own all-too-real negotiations with the world as cloned textual
displacements of his trauma."
Clements, Patricia. WaIter Pater: The Critical Heritage, ed. R. M. Seiler (London and Boston:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980). In MLR, 78 (Oct. 1983), 910-11. This extensive and welldocumented collection accounts for Pater's reputation from 1873 to the year after the publication of
the Library Edition of his work in 1910. The final date makes possible a summation of the responses
to the whole works and "brings the history of his reputation to the moment just before the mod erns
repudiated him, or appeared to, so firmly." One regrets the lack of Continental comment on Pater,
but the breadth of coverage is admirable-three generations of readers responding to him not only in
reviews and essays but in lectures, sermons, and even letters and diaries. The chronological
arrangement reveals the gradual development of the view that Pater was not ephemeral but "as
Henry James put it . • . 'of the longer time'." One must remark on the "relative weightlessness" of
much of this material, narrowly focussed and for the most part derogatory responses to his moral
position and his style, but shading from the "terse certainty" of George Eliot, who disapproved his
"false principles," to approval of his stance against the materialism of the age. Good examples are
those by Mrs. Humphry Ward, Arthur Symons, Paul Elmer More, and John Morley, the last two
recognizing Pater's importance, for better in the case of the latter, for worse in the case of More.
Few discovered his effort, like Swinburne's, to enlarge the tradition in which he wrote, or, indeed,
placed him in the European tradition. "There is hardly a more fruitful case for the study of the
quiet politics of aesthetic preferences, the radical transformations in the myth of reputation or the
defensive function of critical language than that of Pater and his critics, and Professor Seiler's
collection will be a convenience to anyone engaged in such a study."
McGilchrist, lain. The Force of Poetry, by Christopher Ricks (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984). In
TLS (23 Nov. 1984) 1337-38. In this gathering of essays, nearly twenty from twenty years, a number
of English writers are discussed, according to McGilchrist, in Ricks's characteristic, somewhat
constricted manner, self-referential, studded with word games, puns, and anti-puns. He is best on
invulnerable poets (Milton, Johnson,-the early piece on Johnson is the best in the book), laUdatory,
revealing new qualities. He is less good on reticent, non-academic poets like Philip Larkin. "Pater,
Arnold and Misquotation" develops one of Ricks's convictions: "that nothing literary got there by
chance": misquotation is not accidental though the author may not have been aware of the causes,
and all misquotations are revealing. Indeed Ricks "discovers Pater's and Arnold's characters from

- 13their misquotations." The treatment succeeds better with Pater than with Arnold. "The Force of
Poetry is forceful, masterful as well as masterly-to use one of his own pet distinctions-in its
turning of all to the one glittering gold. Not all his subjects would be grateful for the attention."
[On Pater and misquotation see Holoka, above.]
Shelston, Alan. The Victorian Experience: The Prose Writers, ed. Richard A. Levine (Athens, GA.:
Ohio Univ. Press, 1982). In VS, 27 (spring 1984), 386 88. The nature of the pieces in this collection
is in part conditioned by the editor's directive to the contributors as he sets it out in his
introduction. He wanted comment on each author's special relation to his subject: his familiarity
with it, why he teaches it, his personal response to it after long exposure. Some of the essays are
"personal" only in their emphasis on part of an author's work and are on the whole orthodox
treatments, e.g. those on Newman, Arnold, Carlyle, Macaulay. The personal element is more
prominent in the essays on Darwin, Ruskin, Mill, and notably Pater.
"Mons man offers a
de constructive piece ["Pater Redivivus," annotated by Monsman in PN, No. 11, p. 12] that takes the
autobiographical position to its ultimate limit. All the cards are played-coincidence, paradox,
pun-in the free play of the critical activity, unrestrained by any commitment to the signification of
the signs."
Summers, David. The Art of Humanism, by Kenneth Clark (London: John Murray, 1983). In TLS
(23 March 1984), 315. According to Summers, Kenneth Clark "aspired to the writing of literature on
his subject" and this sets him off from other modern art historians. His model is Pater, whom he
often refers to and whose judgments he often accepts. Like Pater, Clark uses the biography of the
artist and his work as well as relevant poetry, especially that of the great humanistic poets, to
achieve a characterization. Like Pater, he believes that "art diminishes as it is no longer like
poetry," but in showing how art is like poetry he never goes so far as Pater in making his own style
approach the condition of music. Clark's essays (some, of them adapted from lectures) are aimed at
the ordinary reader, and to make art accessible to that reader he 'avoids documentation, nor does he
parade his learning, though of course his judgments are informed by scholarship and by the "modern
connoisseurship," which obviously was unknown to Pater. His preoccupation is with the canon of
great art, about which, though opinions fluctuate, they remain steady enough to survive and to
influence the history of art. Although Clark's dedication to culture is not now fashionable, it is
probable that his very personal essays on great art and its value for experience will find the
audience that art itself has.
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Collins, Richard Wayne. "A Toy of Double Shape: The Hermaphrodite as Art and Literature in
Nineteenth-Century Britain." Ph.D. University of California, Irvine, 1984. DAI, 45:2,525A. The
hermaphrodite has served artists and writers as "an epistemological structure based on a
fundamental biological metaphor" for conveying at one and the same time a desire for ideal harmony
linked with its failure. A distinction must be made between the Romantic (syncretic) androgyne and
the hermaphrodite, which for the Decadence had become "an analytical emblem for critical
activity." Blake's "hermaphrodite parodies the androgyne just as human sexual coupling imitates the
"divine androgyne." Blake's followers use for their portrayal of hermaphrodites "the ironies inherent
in the androgyne." Separate chapers on Rossetti, Pater, and Beardsley. [One might contrast with
this view that of David G. Riede (Dante Gabriel Rossetti and the Limits of Victorian Vision (Ithaca:
Corn ell University Press, 1983) reviewed by Nathan Cervo in JPRS 5 (Nov. 1984), 93-96. Riede is
quoted (p. 96): "For him [Rossetti], as for Shelley, Swinburne, and Gautier, the androgyne
represented a fulfillment that puts an end to desires and to any sense of incompleteness and
fragmentation." Rossetti was a "Victorian Romantic who wanted to fuse Romantic spirituality with
Victorian materialism, soul with body." -R. Temple]
Dissertation in Progress (France)
Abrioux, Yves. "Fiction, philosophie et critique dans l'oeuvre de WaIter Pater." Doctorat 3e cycle,
Paris rn, 1980. Cahiers victoriens et edouardiens, no. 19 (avril, 1984).

